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permitted by law.
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Software or accompanying materials, however caused and on any theory of liability. This limitation
will apply even if Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such damage. The parties
acknowledge that this is a reasonable allocation of risk.
Information in this documentation, including any URL and other Internet website references, is subject to
change without notice. Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part of this may be reproduced,
stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written
permission of RWS Group.
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About this Quick Start Guide

Who is this guide for and what does it cover?
This guide is for project managers. It focuses on the project lifecycle, starting with creating a project and then
managing that project through the use of packages.
Note: For information about online workflows using Trados GroupShare Project Server, see to the
videos and information in the Trados Studio Help available at: https://docs.rws.com/TradosStudio .

How to use this guide

You can use the sample files to complete the exercises. Each exercise builds on the
last so if you are using the sample files you need to follow through the instructions
step-by-step.
This symbol indicates there are sample files available to complete the exercise and
their location. The paths specified are based on a Microsoft Windows 10 or later
operating system.
Note

This indicates that there is a tip providing additional information on the task you are
performing.

Keyboard
shortcuts

This symbol indicates that there is an important piece of information you need to
know for the task you are performing. Any keys that you need to press on your
keyboard are displayed in the following font: Ctrl+Enter.

Other information sources
Here are some other sources of information you can access:


Trados Studio 2021 SR2 Help



Trados GroupShare Help



Trados GroupShare Installation Guide



Trados Studio 2021 Migration Guide



Translating and Reviewing Documents Quick Start Guide



Project Management Quick Start Guide
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About Trados Studio

Trados Studio enables organizations to effectively manage all aspects of their translation
projects. Trados Studio incorporates project management and computer-aided translation
(CAT) tools for use by project managers, translators, editors, proofreaders and other language
professionals. These tools are provided through a highly customizable user interface and it is
easy to add on features from the RWS AppStore.
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About the Translation Memories view

Translation memories are created and maintained in the Translation Memories view in Trados
Studio. Depending on your level of access, you can perform the following tasks in the
Translation Memories view:


Create a translation memory



Open a translation memory



Edit and delete translation units in the translation memory



Assign custom field values to translation units



Search and filter the translation memory data



Import content from .SDLTM files into an existing translation memory



Export content from a translation memory



Create language resource templates

Additional functionality provided via add-onTrados Compatibility and Migration Power
Pack
Install the Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack app to add the infrastructure
required to work with the following legacy files in Trados Studio 2021 and later: S-tagger,
Bilingual Workbench, *.TMW, *.MDB, *.ITD, *.TTX, *.TMX.

The app also adds the Upgrade MigrationWizard to the Translation Memories view. This
wizard was available out-of-the box in Trados Studio 2019 and earlier, but has moved to this
dedicated app in order to declutter the Trados Studio user interface.
The powerful Upgrade MigrationWizard enables the following batch-oriented use cases:


Combine multiple Trados Studio translation memories (TMs) into one



Upgrade Translator's Workbench and SDLX TMs to Trados Studio translation memory
format: .TMW and .MDB format to .SDLTM
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Migrate TMs from TMX to Trados Studio format in batch mode



Migrate file-based to server-based TMs in Trados GroupShare and vice versa

To add this app to Trados Studio 2021, go to the Add-Ins tab > RWS AppStore and search for
Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack in the RWS AppStore.
The import functionality is enabled for any Trados Studio license. However, the Upgrade
Migration Wizard is only enabled if you have an active Trados Studio subscription or a
perpetual license for the Professional, Freelance or Express edition.

3.1

A first look at theTranslation Memory view in Trados Studio

The Translation Memories view contains the following components:
1.

Ribbon tabs and groups containing maintenance tools.

2.

Navigation pane, where you can see the file-based and server-based translation
memories that are currently open and navigate between them. You can also see
language resource templates.

3.

Search Details window, where you create and apply filters to your translation
memories.

4.

TM side-by-side editor window, where you perform maintenance on your translation
memories.

5.

Field Values window, where you view and edit field values for the selected translation
unit.
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Creating and maintaining translation memories

You can create both file-based (local) and server-based translation memories in the Translation
Memories view. Assume you want to create a file-based English-German translation memory in
this exercise.
Note: For detailed information on server-based translation memories, refer to the Trados
Studio 2021 Help and the Trados GroupShare Online Help.

4.1

Creating a file-based translation memory

To create your English-German file-based translation memory:
1.

Click Translation Memories in the views navigation pane to display the Translation
Memories view.

2.

Press Alt+Shift+N or click New in the Tasks group on the Home tab. The New
Translation Memory wizard is displayed on the General page.
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3.

Complete the General page:


In the Name box, enter the name, Sample EN-DE.



Check and if necessary, select English (United States) and German
(Germany).



Click Next.
You can also base the new translation memory on an existing translation
memory by clicking the Browse button next to the Create From box. This can be
useful when you want to copy
the setup form the other translation memory (for example, custom fields and
segmentation rules).
The Fields page is displayed. This page is used to create custom fields and
values. These allow you to further describe the translation units (TU) that are
stored in your translation memory
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4.

Create a text field called Project. This will allow you to specify which project a
translation unit is associated with.


Place your cursor in the Name column and type Project.



Hover over the Type field and an arrow is displayed. Click the arrow to display
the drop-down list and select List. This allows you to specify more than one
project to which a translation unit can be associated.
You can also create Text, Text (Multiple), Date/Time, List (Multiple) and
Number fields.

5.

Click Next.
The Language Resources page is displayed. This is where you can create or modify lists
of language resources. These lists are used in conjunction with the segmentation rules
in translation memory processing to identify and localize untranslatable content. The
default language resource settings are automatically applied.
The Settings section on the Language Resources page dictate how Trados Studio
identifies and localizes elements that do not change during translation
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In the Recognize section, enable all the elements that Trados Studio identifies as
placeables (recognized tokens).



In the Count as one if words section, set how the word count engine reports words
that are separated by hyphens, dashes, formatting tags or apostrophes for your
translation memory • In source language of the table, specify the formats Trados
Studio identifies as placeables. For example, "15.2in" may not be recognized as a
measurement, but a numbered followed by a word. In the target language of the table,
specify the formats that Trados Studio uses for auto-localizing placeables. For example,
change the default French localization of numbers from standard "x xxx,x" to custom
"x'xxx.x".



Prioritize your own patterns so that Trados Studio can use them when generating
QuickPlace and Automatic Translation (AT) suggestions and when auto-substituting
values in TM matches.
You can display the QuickPlace drop-down list during translation, select placeables
from the current source segment and insert them into the target translation. This list is
called QuickPlace because it allows you to quickly place elements from the source
segment such as the formatting, acronyms, numbers, dates and other types of
placeables into the target.
Assume that you want all acronyms to be spelled out in the translation rather than
transferred using QuickPlace. In this case you would clear the check box next to
Recognize acronyms so that they are not recognized as placeables during translation.

6.

Assume this translation memory will be used for translating the content of the RWS
website into German. Since you do not want the company name to be translated, enter
RWS as a variable.
a.

Double-click on Variable List for the source language. The Variables dialog is
displayed. The default variable list does not contain any values.

b.

Double-click on the first line and type RWS.

c.

Click the Add icon

, then click OK to close the dialog.

Note: If you based your new translation memory on an existing translation memory, the
language resources in the selected translation memory are applied to the new translation
memory.
You can also select language resources templates that you created prior to creating this
translation memory. For more information on language resources, see the Trados Studio 2021
Help .
7.

Click Finish to create the translation memory. The Creating page is displayed.

8.

When the status of the items on the Creating page changes to Completed, click Close
to save the newly created translation memory.
The translation memory is saved with an *.sdltm extension to the following default
location: Documents\Studio 2021\Translation Memories
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The translation memory is added to the navigation pane in the Translation Memories folder.

4.2

Creating a translation memory from alignment results

You can also create translation memories for importing the translation units generated after
aligning the source and target files of an existing translation. For more information, see the
Aligning Existing Translated Files chapter in the Trados Studio 2021 Help.

4.3

Editing translation memory settings

Assume you now want to edit the translation memory settings to create a field that specifies
whether the translation unit is used in publications that you print or in online publications. You
can edit the translation memory in the Translation Memory Settings dialog box.
About this task
Use the Sample EN-DE translation memory that you created in the last exercise.
Procedure
1.

2.

To edit translation memory settings, the translation memory must be closed in the
TM side-by-side editor. If your translation memory is still open for maintenance,
click the X in the top right corner of the TM side-by-side editor to close the current
maintenance session. The translation memory is closed in TM Side-by-side editor
but remains on the navigation pane.

Select the Sample EN-DE translation memory (the translation memory that you created
in the last exercise) in the navigation tree under Translation Memories and click
Settings in the Tasks group on the Home tab.
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The Translation Memory Settings dialog is displayed.

3.

Create a list field called OutputType:


Select the Fields page.



Place your cursor in the first empty field under the Name column and type
OutputType.



Hover over the Type field and an arrow is displayed. Click the arrow to display
the drop-down list and select List.



Hover over the Values field and an arrow is displayed. Click the arrow to display
the box where you can add the two field values: Print and Online.
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Press Enter to apply the new settings.

Note: You can also specify settings on the following pages:


[TM Name] - This is where you can view general details of the translation
memory.



Language Resources - This is where you can modify language resource lists in
your translation memory. These lists are used in conjunction with the
segmentation rules in translation memory processing to identify and localize
untranslatable content.



Access Rights - This is where you can protect file-based translation memories
by defining passwords that are linked to translation memory maintenance or
user rights.



Performance andTuning - This is where you can use different tools to improve
the performance of server-based translation memory searches. This does not
apply to file-based translation memories.



Fragment Alignment - This is where you can enable and set up upLIFT
Fragment Recall to leverage previously translated segment fragments into your
translations..
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Managing translation memory data

Translation memory data is managed in the Translation Memories view. All translation
memories that are currently available for editing appear in the navigation tree in the
Translation Memories view.

Maintenance options
Assume that you want to make the following changes to your translation memory to ensure
that when the translation memory is used during translation, the translator receives quality
matches.
…Documents\Studio 2021\Projects\Samples\SampleProject\TMs\English-German. sdltm


Search for source segments that contain incorrect spellings and correct them.



Save changes to edited translation units.



Create filters to find all translations added by a particular user so that you can review
the translations.



Use batch editing to modify the spelling in more than one translation at the same time.



Import translation units from previously translated bilingual documents so that you
can use them in future translations of updated content.

You can also perform additional maintenance on a translation memory, for example,
assigning or changing custom field values, exporting and importing filters, and exporting
translation memory data.

5.1

Opening a translation memory

Assume you want to perform the maintenance options listed above on the sample translation
memory. To do this, open the translation memory for maintenance in the TM side-by-side
editor.
Procedure
1.

In the Translation Memories view, click
Open in the Tasks group on the Home
tab. The Open File-based Translation Memory dialog box is displayed.

2.

Select the English-German.sdltm sample translation memory that is provided with
Trados Studio.

…Documents\Studio 2021\Projects\Samples\SampleProject\TMs\English-German. sdltm
If the translation memory is already in the navigation tree, double-click the translation memory
or right-click the translation memory and select Open from the shortcut menu.
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The translation memory is opened for editing in the TM side-by-side editor window and
becomes the active translation memory. When you select a row, any system and custom field
values that are assigned to that translation unit are displayed in the Field Values window.

5.2

A closer look at theTM side-by-side editor

You can use the TM Side-by-Side Editor to display search results and edit translation units.
Columns


The translation unit status column indicates the status of the translation unit. For
example, if it is marked for deletion or has been edited. This is also indicated by the
color in which the translation unit is highlighted.



To the right of the target language segments is the document structure column. It
displays a code that tells you where the segment text appeared in the source
document from which it was extracted. For example, TC = table cell and H1 = header 1.



The final column, custom field values, displays any field values assigned to the
translation unit. This column is only displayed if there are custom field values assigned
to the translation units.

Colors
This color indicates that the column is currently selected.
This color indicates that the translation unit has been modified and that changes to the
translation unit are pending and have not yet been committed (saved).
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This color indicates that the translation unit is marked for deletion and that this deletion has
not yet been committed (saved).

5.3

Searching, editing and saving changes in the translation memory

…Documents\Studio 2021\Projects\Samples\SampleProject\TMs\English-German. sdltm

Searching the translation memory
About this task
Assume that you just imported translation units into this translation memory that were from an
English (United Kingdom) - German (Germany) bilingual document. However, your translation
memory is an English (United States) - German (Germany) translation memory.
You want the imported source text in this translation memory to use United States spelling.
Search for the English spelling of organisation in the source text and change it to the United
States spelling organization.
Procedure
1.

Search for organization:


Enter organisation in the SourceText box in the Search Details window.



Clear the Case sensitive check box.



Click Perform Search.
One translation unit has been found containing organisation and is displayed in
the TM side-by-side editor.
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5.4

Editing a translation unit

Now that you have located the United Kingdom spelling of the word organisation, change it to
the United States spelling organization.
Procedure
1.

Click in the source segment and type or paste the United States spelling of
Organization.
The color of the translation unit changes to dark yellow and the following icon is
displayed in the translation unit status column. The icon indicates that the
translation unit has pending changes that have not yet been saved.

You can also edit translation units in the following ways:
To

Do the following

Mark a translation unit for deletion
Assign custom field values to the translation unit

Click

in the Save group on the Home tab.

Use the Field Values window.

Saving pending changes
About this task
Once you have corrected the text in the translation unit, you next need to save your changes.
Procedure
1.

Click the
Commit Changes button in the Save group on the Home tab. The
translation unit is now saved with the new spelling.

Filters and batch editing
About this task
…Documents\Studio 2021\Projects\Samples\SampleProject\TMs\English-German. sdltm
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5.5

Batch editing translation units

In Carol-Ann's translations that were displayed when you applied the filter in the last section,
there are several words that use the old German spelling which contains the character ß.
Assume you want to change those translations to the new spelling ss. To do this, batch edit a
group of translations at the same time.
About this task

Note: There are some German spellings that still contain this character ß. Assume for the
purposes of this example though, that the new spelling applies to all Germans words containing
ß.

Procedure
1.

Right-click on the English-German translation memory in the navigation tree and
select Batch Edit from the shortcut menu. The Batch Edit wizard is displayed on the
Batch Edit Script page.

2.

Click Add and select Find and Replace Text from the drop-down list.


Find what: ß (You can copy and paste this character into the box or press Alt +
0223 (on the numeric keypad)).



Replace with: ss (Enter these as lowercase letters)



If necessary, change the additional settings to match the dialog box below.
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3.

Click OK to add the edit action to the list in the Actions box.

4.

Click Finish. The Applying batch edit script page is displayed.
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5.

Click Close to close the wizard.

Note: Changes made by a batch edit are automatically committed and cannot be canceled.

The words in translation unit 14 and translation unit 15 now have the new German spelling.
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5.6

Creating and applying a filter

As well as being able to search the source and target text, you can also use filters in
combination with the search feature or by themselves to find certain translation units. This
filters out the translation units that do not match the conditions of the filter. Assume you only
want to view all translations modified by Carol-Ann to ensure the translations are correct.

Note: If you still have search criteria in the SourceText box, delete it now.

Procedure
1.

Select Add on the Filters group in the Ribbon to add a filter.

2.

Enter the name of the filter, Carol, in the Filter Name box. The new name is
automatically displayed in the TM Filter box with an * asterisk next to it to indicate
this filter is not saved.

3.

Select Add in the Search Details window to add a new condition to the filter and
open the Add Condition dialog.

4.

Fill in the settings below and select OK to add the condition.

5.

Select
memory.

Save to save the filter. The filter is now saved with the translation

6.

Select Perform Search. The translation units that were last updated during translation
by Carol-Ann are displayed.
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5.7

Importing data into a translation memory

Import translation units and their associated data into a translation memory. The translation
units are always imported but the associated data that is imported varies depending on the file
type from which it was extracted. Trados Studio offers out-of-the box support for importing TM
data in .SDLXLIFF and .SDLALIGN files. To import TM data from ITD, TTX and
BilingualWorkbench files, first install the Trados Legacy Compatibility Pack app.

Import types supported out-of-the box
About this task
By default, supports importing TM data from the following file types:


SDL XLIFF Bilingual Documents (*.sdlxliff)



Alignment Files (*.sdlalign)

Importing a sample bilingual file
Assume a customer has asked you to prepare a translation memory for a project. The project is
an update to previously translated documents. They do not have a translation memory from the
project, but they do have the bilingual translated files. Import the data into your sample
translation memory so that the content can be leveraged for translating the updated
documents.
Procedure
1.

Open the Sample EN-DE.sdltm translation memory.
...Documents\Studio2021\TranslationMemories\SampleEN-DE.sdltm (This is the
sample translation memory you created in an earlier exercise.)

2.

Right-click on the Sample EN-DE translation memory in the navigation tree and
select Import from the shortcut menu. The Import wizard is displayed on the Import
Files page.

3.

Click AddFiles and select the SecondSample.doc.sdlxliff.

…Documents\Studio 2021\Projects\Samples\Sample Project\de-DE\SecondSample.
doc.sdlxliff
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4.

Click Next. The Bilingual Document Import Options page is displayed
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This page identifies the segments you want to import by their confirmation level (status). The
currently selected statuses indicate that the imported translations must have one of these
statuses.


Translated - This translation has been confirmed as complete.



Translation approved - The translation has been approved by the reviewer.



Signed off - The translation has been signed off. This is another level of approval by a
reviewer.

5.

Accept the defaults on this page and click Next.

The General Import Options page is displayed.
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6.

Add a field value that indicates that the imported translation units are for the Road
Safety project. The value will be assigned to all imported translation units.


Click Edit. The FieldValues box is displayed. The Project field and OutputType
field that you created earlier are listed.



Enter Road Safety in box next to Project in the Value column.
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7.

Click OK to close the Field Values dialog box and display again the General
Import Options page.

Click Finish. The Importing page is displayed.

This page displays each file being imported and indicates the status of each import. When the
import has finished, the items on this page are listed as Complete. The results of the import
indicate:


Read 43: This indicates that 43 segments were read in the bilingual file during the
import.



Imported 4: This indicates that out of the 43 translation units that were read, only four
of them were imported. This is because only four of the translations have a status of
Translated, Translation Approved or Signed off.



Invalid 0: This indicates that there were no errors during the import

Note: If you have modified the sample file that you imported, your results may be different to
these.
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8.

When the import is complete, the Close button becomes available. Click Close to close
the wizard.
The results of the import are displayed in the TM side-by-side editor. Even though four
translation units were imported, only three appear in the translation memory. This is
because two of the imported translation units had the exact same source text and
translation. Therefore, they were merged into one translation unit.

Importing alignment result files (*.sdlalign)
.SDLALIGN files are alignment result files that contain translation units generated after aligning
the source with the target file of an existing translation.
When you import *.sdlalign data, you can tell Trados Studio to triage only the translation units
that meet a certain quality value threshold. You can also add custom field values to the
imported translation units and specify other TM import options.

Additional imports support via add-on app
About this task
Install the Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack from the RWS AppStore to add
support for importing the following additional types of files:


Translation Memory Exchange Documents (*.tmx, *.tmz.gz)



TRADOStag Documents (*.ttx)



SDL Edit Documents (*.itd)

These are legacy file types created SDLX, Trados 2007 and Translator'sWorkbench. Starting with
the 2021 release, Trados Studio supports these file types only via the Trados Legacy
Compatibility Pack app.
To install the Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack:
Procedure
1.

Open the Add-ins tab Trados Studio and select RWS AppStore.

This opens the RWS AppStore on the Installed Plug-ins page.
2.

Type Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack in the search box and press Enter.

3.

Select the app and click the Download icon in the app description on the right-hand
side of the RWS AppStore page.

4.

When Trados Studio finishes downloading the app, the following confirmation message
is displayed:
Download complete. Restart Trados Studio to finish installing the plug-ins.
Click this confirmation message to go to your specified Downloads location and run the
app installer.
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5.

Double-click on the downloaded Trados Compatibility and Migration Power Pack
app and run the installer.
The following message is displayed when the app is successfully installed:

6.

Restart Trados Studio after closing all active sessions.

7.

Go to the Translation Memories view check that the UpgradeTranslation Memories
option has been added to the Tools group. You can now also start opening and
importing the following legacy file types:


SDL Edit Documents (.ITD)



TRADOStag Documents (.TTX)



Translation Memory Exchange Documents (.TMX, .TMX.GZ)



S-tagger



Bilingual Workbench



.TMW



.MDB

ImportingTM data from legacy files
.TMX files
The following data can be imported from a .TMX file after installing the Trados Compatibility
and Migration Power Pack:


Translation units



Custom fields and their values



System fields

.TTX and .ITD files
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The following data can be imported from legacy bilingual files:


Translation units



Context information (bilingual files contain a sequence of translation units that is used
for creating context matches in the translation memory based on this sequence)

Note: If you are importing data from SDL Trados 2007 and SDLX 2007, it is often better to
import bilingual files instead of TMX files so that you can import the information needed to
create context matches. For detailed information on how to upgrade your SDL Trados 2007 and
SDLX 2007 translation memories, see the Trados Studio Migration Guide.
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End of this Quick Start Guide

Now you know how to create and manage translation memories in Trados Studio. For additional
information about creating and managing translation memories in Trados Studio, see the
Trados Studio 2021 Help.
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Acknowledgements

Trados Studio includes open source or similar third-party software.
#ziplib
#ziplib (SharpZipLib, formerly NZipLib) is a Zip, GZip, Tar and BZip2 library written
entirely in C# for the .NET platform. It is implemented as an assembly (installable in the
GAC), and thus can easily be incorporated into other projects (in any .NET language).
Apache log4net
The Apache log4net library is a tool to help the programmer output log statements to a
variety of output targets. log4net is a port of the Apache log4j™ framework to the
Microsoft® .NET runtime.
Hunspell
Hunspell is the spell checker of LibreOffice, OpenOffice.org, Mozilla Firefox 3 &
Thunderbird, Google Chrome, and it is also used by proprietary software packages, like
Mac OS X, InDesign, MemoQ, Opera and Trados Studio.
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ICU (International Components for Unicode)
ICU is a mature, widely used set of C/C++ and Java libraries providing Unicode and
Globalization support for software applications. ICU is widely portable and gives
applications the same results on all platforms and between C/C++ and Java software.
SafeNet Sentinel
SafeNet's Sentinel software licensing products and software protection solutions
provides software publishers control and visibility into how their applications are
deployed and used.
Spring.NET
Spring.NET is an application framework that provides comprehensive infrastructural
support for developing enterprise .NET applications. It allows you to remove incidental
complexity when using the base class libraries makes best practices, such as test driven
development, easy practices.
WiX
The WiX toolset builds Windows installation packages from XML source code. The toolset integrates seamlessly into build processes.
Xerces-C++
Xerces-C++ is a validating XML parser written in a portable subset of C++.

About RWS
RWS Holdings plc is the world’s leading provider of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.
We help our clients to connect with and bring new ideas to people globally by communicating business critical content at scale and
enabling the protection and realization of their innovations.
Our vision is to help organizations interact effectively with people anywhere in the world by solving their language, content and market
access challenges through our collective global intelligence, deep expertise, and smart technology.
Clients include 90 of the globe’s top 100 brands, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and approximately half of the top 20 patent filers
worldwide. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific, and North and South America across the technology, pharmaceutical, medical, legal,
chemical, automotive, government and telecommunications sectors, which we serve from offices across five continents.
Founded in 1958, RWS is headquartered in the UK and publicly listed on AIM, the London Stock Exchange regulated market (RWS.L).
For further information, please visit: www.rws.com
© All Rights Reserved. Information contained herein is deemed confidential and the proprietary information of RWS Group*.
*RWS Group shall mean RWS Holdings PLC for and on behalf of its affiliates and subsidiaries.
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